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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background 

 The departure of Indonesian migrant labor abroad has occurred since 

decades ago. Indonesian migrant labors, who particularly work as domestic 

worker, bear the title as foreign exchange heroes due to vast contribution toward 

state’s annual remittance. Bank Indonesia recorded the remittances from abroad 

amounted up to 6.73 billion US dollar or equal to Rp 61 trillion
1
 in 2010. Annual 

report of National Agency for the Placement and Protection of Indonesian 

Workers (BNP2TKI) outlines that Saudi Arabia has been the major destination for 

Indonesian labors
2
.  

Table 1.1: Placement of Indonesian Migrant Labor per country per year 

Country of 

Destination 

2009 2010 2011 September 2012 
Total 

Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal Formal Informal 

Saudi Arabia 3.957 272.676 30.155 337.564 31.713 105.931 5.019 2.518 789.533 

Malaysia 84.839 39.047 154.202 0 127.679 6.426 34.921 2.048 449.162 

Taiwan 5.403 53.932 18.405 68.758 18.794 60.053 5.088 20.748 250.821 

United 

Emirate 

Arab 

777 39.614 23.109 48.153 8.221 31.636 636 10.753 162.899 

Hongkong 5 32.412 11 60.005 2.019 48.265 307 14.161 157.185 

Singapore 5 33.072 56 33.318 9.391 38.400 1.177 14.164 129.583 

Qatar 1.143 8.867 19.375 20.964 3.981 12.597 448 6.149 73.524 

Kuwait 147 22.894 4.314 0 1.852 871 84 240 30.402 

     

                                                           
1
 “Menimbang Moratorium TKI PRT ke Arab Saudi” by Muhammad Iqbal.  2011. Available: 

http://hukum.kompasiana.com/2011/06/25/menimbang-moratorium-tki-prt-ke-arab-saudi/ 

accessed: October 15, 2012 
2
 “Rekapitulasi Data Penempatan TKI Asia Pasifik dan Timur Tengah Tahun 2008-2012” data 

from Ministry of Manpower and Transmigration, 2 November 2012. 

http://hukum.kompasiana.com/2011/06/25/menimbang-moratorium-tki-prt-ke-arab-saudi/
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 The revenue budget expenditure (Anggaran Pendapatan dan Belanja 

Negara or APBN) of Indonesia shows that migrant labor hold the second rank of 

the most contributive sector for national revenue, right after gas and oil
3
. Most of 

the labors who contribute that significant amount of remittance work to become 

domestic workers.  

 International Organization of Migration (IOM) defines labor migration as 

a cross-border movement for the purpose of employment in a foreign country
4
. In 

addition, the subject of labor migration is known as migrant labors. Traditional 

explanation of international migrant labor as a movement from poor to rich 

nations is oversimplified. Both economic and non-economic factors from host and 

home country take role in these flows. 

 One of prominent economic factors is to be stimulated by higher wages in 

receiving countries. In Saudi Arabia, salary of Indonesian domestic workers is 

around 800 Riyals (SAR) per month
5
. It is equal to 213,32 US dollar. In this 

sense, high level of unemployment and poverty in source countries act as a push 

factor in the decision to emigrate. Moreover, there are clearly observed 

demographic differences emerging within Asian countries. In general, labor-

sending countries are characterized by high rates of population and labor force 

growth as in the case of Pakistan, Bangladesh, Philippines as well as Indonesia
6
. 

                                                           
3
 “Melindungi Buruh Migran” by Anis Hidayah. 2010. Available : 

http://www.perspektifbaru.com/wawancara/655. Accessed :  December 12, 2010 
4
 “International Migration Law: Glossary on Migration” Available: 

http://www.iom.int/jahia/webdav/site/myjahiasite/shared/shared/mainsite/published_docs/serial_p

ublications/Glossary_eng.pdf Accessed: September, 2012 
5
 “Akibat Moratoriumdi Arab Saudi, Gaji TKI Jadi Mahal.” December 15, 2011. Available : 

http://www.bmitimes.com/akibat-moratorium-di-arab-saudi-gaji-tki-jadi-mahal/ Accessed: 14 

Sepetember 2012. 
6
 Ibid 

http://www.perspektifbaru.com/wawancara/655
http://www.bmitimes.com/akibat-moratorium-di-arab-saudi-gaji-tki-jadi-mahal/
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These countries with huge population have competitive standard in terms of 

remuneration. Instability of national economic growth generates state of insecurity 

and uncertainty sense and plays role to consider why labors tend to work abroad.  

 After above economic factors, there are non-economic factors which might 

be the driving forces such as fleeing from persecution and armed conflict, having 

social network, until lured by opinion from relatives
7
. These factors become 

complimentary factors to encourage high level of Indonesian migrant labor’s 

departure as well.  

 In addition, Saudi Arabia shares similarity in terms of culture with 

Indonesia. Most of the population is dominated by Muslim society which is 

identical with Indonesia who is the largest Islamic population in the world
8
.  The 

primary source of Arabian law is the Islamic Sharia derived from the teachings of 

the Qu'ran and the Sunnah
9
. This idea might be the cultural attraction for the 

workers because they argue that this similarity will bring ease during particular 

period of their employment contract. Beside the similarity in terms of religion and 

culture, those worker wishes to accomplish pilgrimage or umrah to Mecca during 

their stay in Saudi Arabia
10

. Pilgrimage or umrah are considered as mandatory and 

privilege for Islamic people
11

. 

                                                           
7
 “International  Migration Law”. Op.Cit.  

8
 “Muslim Population by Country” Available: http://features.pewforum.org/muslim-population 

Accessed: November 30, 2012 
9
 “Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Constitution” Available: 

www.loc.gov/law/help/guide/nations/saudiarabia.php Accessed: November 30, 2012 
10

 "Les Indonésiens en Arabie Saoudite pour la foi et le travail or Indonesians in Saudi Arabia for 

worship and work” by Laurence Husson. 1997. Available : 

http://www.persee.fr/web/revues/home/prescript/article/remi_0765-0752_1997_num_13_1_1535. 

p. 125–147 Accessed: October 18, 2012 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qu%27ran
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunnah
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hajj
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Umrah
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hajj
http://features.pewforum.org/muslim-population
http://www.loc.gov/law/help/guide/nations/saudiarabia.php
http://www.persee.fr/web/revues/home/prescript/article/remi_0765-0752_1997_num_13_1_1535.%20p.%20125–147
http://www.persee.fr/web/revues/home/prescript/article/remi_0765-0752_1997_num_13_1_1535.%20p.%20125–147
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 All of the above economic and non-economic factors are the driving forces 

of why Indonesian migrant labors choose to go abroad, including to Saudi Arabia. 

Unfortunately, enormous number of people sent is accompanied by violation even 

capital sentence that have to be experienced. Different system of legal 

enforcement between home (Indonesia) and host (Saudi Arabia) country as well 

as the absence of essential bilateral agreement
12

 to regulate and to assure the 

protection of these workers yield wide possibility of violation. This problem will 

be complicated to get clarified as there is no written mutual understanding. 

Without being enhanced by comprehensive discussion between two involved 

parties, the further legal issues may keep on happening. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Data violence against Indonesian migrant workers in 2007 

Source:http://www.migrantcare.net/mod.php?mod=content&op=viewcontent&contid=11 

  

                                                                                                                                                               
Interview Transcript with Mr. Jufri from Agency of Assessment and Policy Development, see 

appendix 
11

 “What is Hajj? Morality, Spirituality, and Material Excellence of Hajj.” Available: 

http://revertmuslims.com/islam/what_is_hajj.htm Accessed: October 12, 2012  
12

 Interview Transcript with Mr. Aidil Khairunsyah, 11 October 2012, see appendix. 
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 According to Migrant Care’s data, an Indonesian association for migrant 

workers sovereignty, it is recorded that total of 62 Indonesian migrant labor who 

are waiting for the execution of capital punishment in Saudi Arabia
13

. The other 

prominent number of workers have been violated and classified as problematic. 

This is a serious number that requires attention, particularly from home country, 

since it involves the lives of citizens. Diplomacy may be one of the most probable 

options, therefore, to endorse migrant labor protection since both countries have 

maintained long period of diplomatic relations. 

 Diplomacy is defined as a process of conducting communication among 

states through officially recognized representatives
14

. Its chief purpose is to enable 

states to secure a goal
15

. It is a preferred manner to settle international conflict by 

using diplomacy as it is identical with amicable solution.  

 Then, instead of perceiving the importance of protecting Indonesian labor 

as mere national interest, the input of this research will present the bigger picture 

of this issue which is human trafficking. United Nations Office on Drugs and 

Crime defines human trafficking as the acquisition of people by improper means 

such as force, fraud or deception, with the aim of exploiting them
16

. 

                                                           
13

 “Masih ada 417 TKI Terancam Hukuman Mati” . May 7, 2012.. Available: 

http://www.migrantcare.net/mod.php?mod=publisher&op=viewarticle&cid=3&artid=1515 

accessed: September 9, 2012  
14

 Conway W. Henderson. 1998. International Relations: Conflict and Cooperation at the Turn of 

the 21st Century. Singapore: McGraw-Hill, page 201 
15

 G.R. Berridge. 2005. Diplomacy Theory and Practice, Third Edition. New York: Palgrave. Page 

1 
16

 “UNODC on Human Trafficking and Migrant Smuggling”. Available: 

www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking/index.html Accessed September 12, 2012 

http://www.migrantcare.net/mod.php?mod=publisher&op=viewarticle&cid=3&artid=1515
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/human-trafficking/index.html%20Accessed%20September%2012
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 Important introduction to this issue as part of international concerns is the 

Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 as well as Vienna Convention on Law of 

Treaties that second about the enforcement of international conventions. 

Responsibility to combat human trafficking belongs to the global community. 

Human trafficking practices do not only harm the individual within a state, but 

also the state itself. It is global community’s interest to abolish this crime. 

Protecting migrant labor is one of topics of human trafficking. Rapid labor 

migration may lead into the practice of human trafficking. Since wide implication 

of human trafficking will be increasing if it is not settled, comprehensive 

cooperation is essential. It is evident by the establishment of several international 

conventions about anti-human trafficking and international migrant labor also take 

role in the diplomacy process to create foundation on how this issue is dangerous 

then must be tackled. 

 The current overwhelming news pertaining violence even capital 

punishment that is conducted by people in Saudi Arabia swipes both national and 

global attention. Indonesia has performed and gone through various type of 

diplomacy as the approach to tackle this problem. Actually, diplomatic relations 

between Republic of Indonesia and Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has been taking 

place since 62 years ago, starting from the opening of an Indonesia’s 

representative office in Jeddah on May 1, 1950
17

. It is a wise consideration, 

therefore, when Indonesia has decided to choose diplomacy instead of other 

radical approach to settle this issue. There is a crucial need to have a good grip of 

                                                           
17

 Republika. July 4, 2011. “Arti Penting Indonesia-Saudi” by Abdul Muta’ali. 
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understanding the advantage of diplomacy. Public opinion usually misunderstands 

the needs to pick diplomacy way instead of the other radical approach or other 

means. 

 Recalling the acts and efforts done during the era of late Abdurrahman 

Wahid as the fourth president of Indonesia, he tried to reach Raja Fahd through 

cellular phone
18

 so that the execution of capital punishment to Siti Zaenab who 

worked in Saudi Arabia was postponed. It was in 1999. This is an example about 

how the diplomatic relations and approaches performed by the figure were 

prominent in the urgent and critical time.  

 More intent issue appeared when a strict moratorium, which was initiated 

by Indonesia government as response of some violence notably in the case of 

Ruyati from West Java, encountered difficulties. This moratorium holds that 

Indonesian government suspended the placement of domestic workers to 

Saudi Arabia since August 1, 2011. Ruyati was beheaded by government of 

Saudi Arabia without any notice sent to Indonesian Embassy in Riyadh because 

she was proven as guilty after murdering her employer
19

. As a result, the 

diplomacy process between Indonesia and Arab Saudi to develop a 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) at government level to labor 

protection of domestic workers experienced stagnancy.  

                                                           
18

 “TKI Siti Zaenab Ternyata Masih Terancam  Pancung”.  June 22, 2011. Available : 

http://nasional.inilah.com/read/detail/1628892/tki-siti-zaenab-ternyata-masih-terancam-pancung/ 

accessed: September 9, 2012  
19

 “ Maid's beheading in Saudi Arabia halts Indonesian domestic worker scheme”. June 23, 2012. 

Available : http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/saudiarabia/8593428/Maids-

beheading-in-Saudi-Arabia-halts-Indonesian-domestic-worker-scheme.html accessed : September 

7, 2012. 

http://nasional.inilah.com/read/detail/1628892/tki-siti-zaenab-ternyata-masih-terancam-pancung/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/saudiarabia/8593428/Maids-beheading-in-Saudi-Arabia-halts-Indonesian-domestic-worker-scheme.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/saudiarabia/8593428/Maids-beheading-in-Saudi-Arabia-halts-Indonesian-domestic-worker-scheme.html
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 By the year 2011, there were at least 1.5 million Indonesian migrant 

workers in Saudi Arabia20. Unfortunately, the discussion of MoU as 

continuation of the Statement of Intent’s signing on May 28, 2011 in Jeddah 

has not been completed until this very moment. The MoU was supposed to be 

completed six months later. Thus, a lot of Indonesian migrant working in 

Saudi Arabia are not properly receiving the first basic civil right protection.  

 It is significant, therefore, to browse the long and tight diplomacy 

process that has been going on to combat human trafficking, particularly to 

provide protection for Indonesian migrant labor. By following the chronology 

during diplomacy takes place, the preliminary and relational outcomes of the 

negotiation in order to promote the progress of Indonesian migrant labor 

protection might be more obvious to be addressed.  

 Regardless several failures and weaknesses of Indonesia in addressing this 

issue, state remains to be legitimate actor who takes crucial role in protecting 

Indonesian migrant labor. Long period of bilateral diplomatic relations, distinctive 

adoption of international convention’s and other further aspects are possible 

foundation that favors diplomacy.   

 

 

 

 

                                                           
20

 “Negosiasi TKI Stagnan.”  December 9, 2011.  Available : 

http://cetak.kompas.com/read/2011/12/09/04454675/negosiasi.tki.stagnan. Accessed on July 6, 

2012. 

http://cetak.kompas.com/read/2011/12/09/04454675/negosiasi.tki.stagnan
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1.2 Research Questions 

 It is really crucial to comprehend several points concerning this topic. 

Diplomacy might be useful to help a country to solve the differences or avoid 

greater consequences since they have common interest to find amicable solution. 

In addition, both countries are the member of United Nations that is supposed to 

ratify and acknowledge protection of labor as international community wishes.  

 Thesis is aimed, therefore, to answer the questions regarding the lingering 

problem as follows: 

1)  What are the characteristics of Indonesia’s diplomacy in protecting 

Indonesian migrant labors who are located in Saudi Arabia? 

2) How is diplomacy implemented for the sake of Indonesian migrant worker 

protection in Saudi Arabia? 

 

1.3 Goal and Significance of the Research 

1.3.1 Goals 

1.) To elaborate characteristic of diplomacy that Indonesia uses in 

protecting Indonesian migrant labor particularly those who work 

as domestic worker in Saudi Arabia and systematically describe 

the diplomacy process by focusing on main events of the issue. 

2.) To present preliminary outcomes of the implementation of 

diplomacy that took place during 2009-mid 2012. 
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1.3.2 Significances 

  According to theoretical framework, this research is substantial to 

contribute recent updates and scientific knowledge in social study. This 

research is created to give implication to the development of social science. 

To be more specific, this final project is expected to assist International 

Relations student to comprehend the role of government and other non state 

actors during diplomacy process as well as a set of preliminary outcome 

attained. There are some related theories and concepts that support this issue 

as well.  Finally this research might be the source of information for the 

student or individuals who discuss the identical field of research.  

  From practical framework, this research is expected to reveal the 

workflow during the real diplomacy process took place. It was facing much 

difficulties and challenge. This research may be useful to solve practical 

problem. It is expected to be guidance to formulate bilateral agreement and 

included as consideration as well as reference in further research. Finally, 

writer wishes through this final project, there will be some enlightens to solve 

the problem, make decisions, to improve a program that is running. 

 

1.4 The Organization of  Thesis 

This final project is divided into five parts as follows: 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

Chapter one is the earliest part as well as the introduction of scope of study that 

will be discussed in the paper. This chapter basically consists of background of 

the topics, research question, goals and significance of the research and 

organization of the research. All of the parts are elaborated briefly to give a 

preliminary introduction.   

CHAPTER II ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

The second chapter contains theoretical base and the concepts that will be applied 

and needed in supporting the topic of research. There are neoliberal 

institutionalism theory including its concept follow such as complex 

interdependence, international cooperation, international law, regime, and non 

zero sum game. There are also concepts of diplomacy, transnational organized 

crime which also encompasses human trafficking issue as well as international 

labor migration. 

CHAPTER III RESEARCH METHOD  

The third chapter is the section that contains process and study objects of the 

research. It consists of scope of research, research type and method, type and 

source of data, data collection technique, validity of research and data analysis. 

The method that is being used is qualitative and supplemented by descriptive 

approach, majorly based on chronology of time to time during 2009-mid 2012. It 

includes literature study which was done through the assessment of primary data 

(the direct interviews with officials in this field), secondary data (written source 

such as annual report and government constitution), and tertiary data obtained 
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from synthesizing information gathered from other resources (chronology, 

dictionary, textbook, etc) 

CHAPTER IV ANALYSIS 

The fourth chapter consists of the most important section and also the core of the 

research, because it all includes all forms of description and explanation of the 

studied object. In this chapter, there are going to be analysis in several sub 

chapters. This section is arranged thematically to finally answer the research 

questions comprehensively. 

CHAPTER V CONCLUSION 

The last part of the research declares conclusion and the recommendation 

regarding the discussed topic. In this chapter, the inference of the research will be 

briefly formulated and there will be a few recommendations reviewed from 

particular aspects that might be addressed to several involved parties. 

 




